EVEN POSITWE DEFINITE TERNARY LATTKES OF DISCRIMINANT 2p'
We fix a prime p = 1 (mod 4). Let K be an even positive definite ternary lattice of discriminant 2p2. Then K is 2Z-maximal and the Hasse symbol of QK at 2 is -1. Since S,(QK) = 1 for all primes r # 2, p, we have S,,(QK) = -1 also by the Hilbert reciprocity law. It follows that there is just one genus G(3, 2~") of such ternary lattices. Locally at the primep, we have
where A is a nonsquare p-adic unit. To show the uniqueness, let J be a sublattice of K with the stated properties. Then J, = K, = R, for all r #p. It suffices to show that J, = K,. If u is any vector in J,,, then ZJ = clx, + Bxz + y-x3 for some a, p, y E Z2. Since Q(U) = -2Aa2 + b2p-Ay2p~pZ,,, we have aEpZ,, hence UE K,. It follows at once that J=i?. Remark 1.2. If the lattice R is scaled by a factor p-' then one obtains a lattice K' in G(3,2p). Conversely, given K' E G(3, 2p), we let R= (K')p. Then R has discriminant 2p4 and locally at p, Kp E (p)I ( -Ap )l ( -2Ap').
By a construction which is the inverse process of that in Proposition 1.1, one obtains a unique lattice K in G (3, 2p2) containing R such that [K: R] = p. We shall reserve the symbols K, R and R for the lattices just mentioned. COROLLARY 1.3. The mapping KH K' induces a one-to-one correspondence between the classes in G(3,2p2) and those in G(3,2p). Remark 1.4. It is easy to see from the proof of Proposition 1.1 that any vector u in K of length Q(u) which is divisible by p actually lies in 1% In particular, if u E K has length 2p, then u E I% hence the number of representations of 2p by K (denoted by a,(2p)) is the same as those by i?. On the other hand, it is clear that aR(2p) = ar(2), since K' is just the lattice R scaled by p-l. It follows therefore that a,(2p) = a,.(2). The same notation will also apply to the genus 3(n, d). By Remark 1.6, G'(3, 2~') are exactly those lattices in G(3,2pz) which represent 2p. In view of the close relationship between these lattices and their counterparts in G'(3, 2p), we shall now examine their theta series. Specifically, we shall prove their linear independence. Recall in the proof of the independence for G'(3,2p) that a key ingredient is the existence of a prime q, for each class K: such that aR;(q;) = 2 (mod 4) but aK;(q,) = 0 (mod 4) forj# i (see [l, p. 15 .51) where p is the reciprocal of K' (i.e., the dual (K')# scaled by the factor dK'/Q, where D is the g.c.d. of the entries in the adjoint matrix of K'). It would now be sufficient, in order to prove the independence for G'(3,2p'), to show that aE;(q;) = ag,(p2qi) for all i, j, where K,' and K, are corresponding classes in G' (3, 2p) and G'(3, 2~'). This can be accomplished by linking the representations of an integer by a form to the representations of codimension 1 forms by its reciprocal. For a detailed statement of this classical duality, see Proposition 1.2.3, [2] . In particular, if K', K are corresponding lattices in G'(3,2p) and G' (3, 2p2) , and q a prime fp, then +aE.(q) = the number of (primitive) binary sublattices of K' of discriminant q and iaE(p2q) = the number of primitive binary sublattices of K of discriminant p2q. Fix a prime p E 1 (mod 4). Let F= Q(A), 0 be the ring of integers of F and Cp" be the group of units of 8. Let V be a positive definite ternary space of discriminant 2 over F. We assume that V admits an even lattice K over 0 such that K, is unimodular at all nondyadic primes and dK, = 2 for dyadic primes. Let d be the quaternion algebra of discriminant p* over Q and dF= &@ F; then V is isometric to the pure part of JZ?~, where the quadratic map on -c4f is 2N( -), N the reduced norm. The 20-maximal lattices K on V are free (see [S, Appendix]) and constitute a single genus g(3, 2). They are closely related to the unimodular lattices on &-, specifically, to those lattices L E g'(4, 1) which contain a nontrivial root system. Some basic facts about these lattices may be found in [2] . A vector e will be called a minimal vector if it has quadratic length 2. By a standard construction of even quaternary lattices from even ternary ones (see Proposition I. 1.1, [2] ), there is associated to every K E %(3, 2) a unique lattice L in Y(4. 1) containing OelK. Conversely, if L E %'(4, 1) and e is a minimal vector in L, then K = (Oe)' E Y(3,2) (here the orthogonal complement is taken in L). We shall assume in the following that p > 5. Proof By the structures of 2-lattices over real quadratic integers as given in [6] , any two minimal vectors e,, e, in L are either orthogonal or they satisfy B(e,, e2) = f 1. If e, and e, are orthogonal, then there exist a vector u in (Oe,10e,) ' and a principal prime ideal q = On such that Q(U) = 2~. It follows that L =I Be,-LOe,l(ou1Ov for some vector v of length Q(o)=2n. The mapping cr defined by o(e,)=e,, a(ez)=el, a(u)=v and O(V) = --u is an automorphism of L. If e, and e2 are not orthogonal, then we may assume that B(e,, ez) = 1. Clearly, the automorphism S,, -p2 permutes e, and e2.
It follows from Proposition 2.1 that the mapping KM L 2 0elK induces a one-to-one correspondence between the classes in 9(3, 2) and those in 9'(4, 1). Remark 2.3. Let KE Y(3,2) be a lattice with an empty root system. Then K either comes from a lattice L of type A I or from one of type A?. In the former case, the unit group of K is trivial by Proposition 2.2 and [2, Corollary 11.2.61, whereas in the latter IO(K)\ = 6. It follows that the unit group of K is not necessarily determined by its roots system. We denote by %'(3,2) those lattices which contain a nontrivial root system. By Proqf: There is a unique dyadic prime p = (2). Locally at p, there are two 2$-maximal lattices which contain &;elfl~ul@~a, namely and where a E @qX . At the prime q = 071, there are also two lo,-maximal lattices which contain O',elG;ulGqv. They are It is clear that there are four global lattices which contain 0e10u10v. One checks easily that they are permuted by S,. and r.
Remark 2.5. Consider an even positive definite binary lattice M of discriminant 4p over Z, p E 5 (mod 8). In [4] , it was shown that there exist two ternary lattices K, , K? in G'(3, 2p) which contain ZelM, where e is a minimal vector. Moreover, K, and K, are inequivalent unless M has a nontrivial isometry. Proposition 2.4 shows that the "glueing" construction lifts K, , K2 to two isometric lattices over 0. The situation is not as clear if p = 1 (mod 8) since now there are eight lattices in %'(3, 2) which contain Oe10t~l.@v forming two sets of four lattices. Lattices in each set are isometric to one another, but not necessarily isometric to members of the other set.
Fix p = 5 (mod 8). We are now ready to prove the independence of the theta series arising from the lattices in Y(3, 2). Since our method is the same as in [2] , we just indicate the changes. Let K,,..., Kh be a full set of nonisometric lattices %' (3, 2) . Each Ki contains a minimal vector e;. As before, we consider a unary free lattice J, in the orthogonal complement of e, with discriminant 2rci, where qi= On, is a principal prime ideal of 
